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Overview of Employee Privacy Rights in Canada 
 
-Statutory rights in plenary privacy statutes 

-Easy to enforce while employed – come with anti-reprisal provisions 
-PIPEDA – PI of federally regulated employers (note Johnson v. Bell 
Canada, 2008 FC 1086) 
-BC, Alberta and Quebec – made-in-province EE privacy legislation 
-Various jurisdictions have public sector privacy legislation 
-Myths 

-MFIPPA/FIPPA do not regulate employee privacy (broad 
exclusion) 
-PHIPA does not regulate employee medical information but for 
minor regulation on “recipients” (but watch Hooper v. College of 
Nurses of Ontario) 

 
-Unionized employees 
 -Broad recognition of an implicit right of privacy 
 -Collections, use and disclosure 
 -Balancing of management rights versus privacy rights 
 
-Common law 

-Constructive dismissal doctrine will protect against unreasonable 
collections, but practical may be low (note Colwell v. Cornerstone 
Properties, 2008 CanLII 66139) 
-Tort claims developing – generally conceived of as protecting against 
disclosures, but Somwar v. MacDonalds, 2006 CanLII 202 is a collection 
case 
 

Charter (Government) 
-Ont. S.C.J. has said consensual disclosure is a principle of fundamental 
justice in Cheskes v. Ontario, 2007 CanLII 38387 
 

Other statutory rights 
-e.g no secondary use of SIN numbers without written consent in Income 
Tax Act 
 



Web 2.0 Discussion 
 
What is Web 2.0? 
 

-We see employers mostly dealing with FaceBook 
-Note unique issue raised by publication to “friends” 
-Murphy v. Perger - 2007:  “The plaintiff could not have a serious 
expectation of privacy given that 366 people have been granted access to 
the private site.” 
-We tell employers to put EEs on notice that they will be accountable for 
publication in that space 
 
-Explain why Twitter will cause the next wave of issues 
-Note James Andrews’ tweet.  On his way to a social media presentation 
at client, Federal Express, he says, “True confession but I'm in one of 
those towns where I scratch my head and say "I would die if I had to live 
here!” 
Links back to Dr. Levin’s study – different generations use communication 
very differently…causes conflict 
 
 

How is Web 2.0 being used by employers/employees? 
 

-Employees 
-Can be a new tool for empowerment and attack 
-Positive uses sure…  
-Could there be privacy issues if using the social networking tools is 
a condition of employment? 
 

 -Employers - Recruiting 
-Human rights issue right now – don’t poison your information pool 
-Practical tips 

-Search at last stage 
-Define what you’re looking for 
-Have a non-decision maker conduct the search 
-Print relevant information and put it in the recruitment file to 
save on e-discovery woes 
 

Let’s identify the legal issues related to….  
 

Recruiting 
-Privacy statute breach 
-Human rights law 
 



Workplace civility 
-“Management rights” – whether manifested in a direction or a 
termination 
-Human rights law – duty to provide a “workplace” free of 
discrimination and harassment 
-Health and safety law 

-Likely an implicit duty to protect 
-Ontario OSHA currently protects against physical violence 
-“Psychological harassment” legislation exists in Quebec and 
Saskatchewan, Ontario received comments on policy paper 
late last year 
 

Terminations for “off duty conduct” 
-Issue of “cause” for termination (non-union) or “just cause” for 
discipline and discharge (union) 
-Typical grounds 

-Breach of work rule 
-Insubordination 
-Breach of duty of loyalty and fidelity 

-Ask: Is there actual or reasonably foreseeable harm to a legitimate 
interest? Is the harm more than trifling? (my informal test) 
 

Departed employees 
-Fiduciary duties outlast employment 
-Otherwise dealing with torts and crimes 

-Defamation 
-Breach of confidence 
-Intentional infliction of mental distress 
-Intentional interference with economic relations 
-Inducing breach of contract 
-Breach of privacy 

-Have had employees disclose home phone numbers of former 
managers – privacy tort significant in these cases 
 

How should companies mitigate the risks? 
 

-For recruiting, see above 
 
-For discipline issues… blog policy 
-Fair notice 

-Bullet out relevant duties 
-Explain that a publication is a publication is a publication 
-Blow away idea that workplace is physical…that accountability is 
tied to physical workplace 
-For business blogs… deal with property issues 

 



And are companies following best practice?  What is the experience? 
 

-With recruiting… no… current understanding is not sophisticated 
-With discipline issues… lots have policies but probably could do more to 
educate 

 
Where do you look for guidance in creating policies and procedures? Laws and 
regs? Industry best practice? 
 

-Privacy law is principle rather than code based 
-So look to industry best practices 
-Blog policies are not hard 

-Though setting precise boundaries on nexus issues is not realistic 
-Note recent “douchebag” case and flaws with call for “bright-line” 
legislation 

-Recruiting issues are more novel 
 

Video surveillance update 
 
-Most of the law is in the unionized sector 
-Two types (1) covert surveillance of individuals and (2) overt installation of 
cameras in the workplace 
-Old law – arbitrators apply a fully contextual reasonable means/reasonable 
grounds test that balances management rights versus privacy rights 
 
-OPC issued draft guidelines for covert surveillance 
-Will directly affect PIPEDA-regulated employers but broader influence 
questionable 
-OPC endorsed a “substantial evidence” test and a “last resort” test 
-CACEE wrote submission recommending 

-We do this partly in the public interest because police won’t investigate 
internal matters 
-We’ll get stonewalled if forced to confront employees openly too early 
-Use the test that’s known, understood and accepted 
-A “reasonableness” standard will allow you to fulfill your mandate 

-Listed 45 cases 
-Attached to your materials 
 



Drug testing update 
 
-Leading case Entrop v. Imperial Oil – human rights case from Ont. C.A. in 2000 
-Entrop arguably allows for random testing in safety sensitive workplaces when 
the testing mechanism can actually test for impairment 
-Back then, technology only allowed for on site testing for alcohol impairment 
-Now, there’s better (but not perfect) technology for cannabis impairment 
-But in 2000 in a case about Imperial Oil’s re-issued drug and alcohol policy, 
Arbitrator M. Picher (essentially) said Entrop does not apply when a challenge is 
brought under a collective agreement and broadly attacked random testing 
-In one sense Picher attacked Entrop 
-Ont. C.A. will address his decision this year 
-Tried hard to root it in C.A. to benefit from standard of review 
-Will the Ont. C.A engage on the merits? 
 


